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One North LaSalle Street A waterproof enclosure for use with a personal music player 
CHICAGO, IL 60602 (US) having an earphone jack has a case formed of a flexible 

material and creates a watertight interior space sized to 
(21) Appl. No.: 12/857,419 receive the personal music player. The case can have a lineout 

1-1. having a proximal end coupled to the case and a distal end 
(22) Filed: Aug. 16, 2010 with a waterproof Sound emitting component. The case can 

Related U.S. Application Data have an audio adapter coupled to the case and to the Sound 
emitting component and having a stem projecting into the 

(63) Continuation-in-part of application No. 1 1/734,752, interior space, the stem sized to connect with the earphone 
filed on Apr. 12, 2007, now Pat. No. 7,775,354. jack. The lineout can be integrally molded with the case. 
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WATERPROOF COVER FOR PERSONAL 
MUSIC PLAYER 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

0001. This patent application is a continuation-in-part of 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/734,752 filed on Apr. 12, 
2007, and entitled “Waterproof Cover for Personal Music 
Player', which claims the priority benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application Ser. No. 60/791,525 filed on Apr. 12, 2006, and 
entitled “Waterproof Protective Covering with Earpiece 
Assembly for Personal Music Player. The entire disclosures 
of these prior applications are incorporated herein by refer 
ence in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Disclosure 
0003. The present disclosure is generally directed to pro 
tective enclosures for personal music players, and more par 
ticularly to a waterproof cover that permits the use of a per 
Sonal music player in a wet environment. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005 Small personal music players such as MP3 players 
and Apple's iPod products are known in the art. However, 
these products are not typically known to operate in a wet or 
aquatic environment. Protective and decorative skins and 
cases for these types of personal music players are also known 
in the art. However, a vast majority of these products are also 
not intended for use in a wet or aquatic environment. If a 
conventional personal music player is submerged in water or 
used in an environment with Substantial moisture, these 
known skins or cases do not offer waterproof protection to 
prevent water damage to the personal music players. 
0006. There are several recent waterproof cases for per 
Sonal music players and other electronic items. The products 
are typically rigid shells that house the player. These products 
can be relatively heavy and bulky and do not allow a user to 
operate at least Some controls while the music player is 
housed inside the case. These products also require attach 
ment of a separate set of waterproof headphones. The attach 
ment point between the headphones and the case can create a 
water leak potential. 
0007. There is at least one known waterproof case that is 
known to have a rigid case and a flexible membrane on a 
portion of the case to permit operation of some of the controls 
for the music player. The joint or seal between the shell and 
the membrane also can create a water leak potential. 
0008 Waterproof MP3 players and other personal music 
players are also commercially available. These types of units 
require a user to download their music to the waterproof 
player. Unless the useruses the waterproofplayer all the time, 
the user must have at least one other standard unit and main 
tain and update both products. This can include downloading 
music to both units. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 Objects, features, and advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent upon reading the following 
description in conjunction with the drawing figures, in which: 
0010 FIG. 1 shows a side perspective view of one example 
of a waterproof enclosure for a personal music player and 
which is constructed in accordance with the teachings of the 
present invention. 
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0011 FIG. 2 shows a rear perspective view of the water 
proof enclosure shown in FIG. 1. 
(0012 FIG.3 shows the waterproof enclosure of FIG. 1 in 
an open configuration and with a first part of the enclosure 
shown in cross-section. 
0013 FIG. 4 shows a length wise cross-section of the 
enclosure shown in FIG. 1 and in a closed configuration. 
0014 FIG. 5 shows an alternative example of an adapter 
arrangement for headphones on the waterproof enclosures 
disclosed herein. 
0015 FIG. 6 shows an enlarged cross-section of one 
example of a watertight seal for the waterproof enclosure 
shown in FIG. 1. 
0016 FIG.7 shows an alternative example of the tether for 
the waterproof enclosures disclosed and described herein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DISCLOSURE 

0017. The present invention is directed to waterproof 
enclosures for personal music players and the like. The dis 
closed waterproof enclosures solve or improve upon one or 
more of the above-noted problems and disadvantages with 
personal music players and covers. In one example, a dis 
closed waterproof enclosure has a cover that is formed 
entirely of a flexible material such as silicone, rubber, or other 
elastomeric materials. In another example, a disclosed water 
proof enclosure has an integral earphone device extending 
from a part of the case. In another example, a tether connects 
two parts of the waterproof case and creates an attachment 
loop for securing the waterproof enclosure to an article of 
clothing or other object to carry the device. In a further 
example, a disclosed waterproof enclosure includes an inte 
gral jack adapter that connects to an earphone jack on a 
personal music player when the enclosure is secured over the 
player. The disclosed waterproof enclosures permit an audio 
device Such as a personal music player to be housed within the 
enclosure and to be used in a Substantially wet environment, 
even while Submerged to a limited depth during Swimming, 
Snorkeling, or the like. 
0018 Turning now to the drawings, FIGS. 1 and 2 illus 
trate one example of a waterproof enclosure 10 constructed in 
accordance with the teachings of the present invention. The 
enclosure 10 is illustrated in a closed configuration. In the 
disclosed example, the enclosure 10 generally has a cover or 
case 12 formed in two parts including a first part 14 and a 
second part 16 that can be hingedly or otherwise coupled 
together. In one example, the two parts 14 and 16 are inte 
grally attached to one another by a tether 18 formed integral 
with each of the cover parts. In an alternate example, the two 
case parts 14 and 16 can be integrally connected or otherwise 
attached to one another along one common edge of the open 
ings into each section or part. As described below, each of the 
case parts is coupled to the other at a joint 20 in the closed 
configuration. The joint 20 forms a watertight seal between 
the two parts. A watertight interior space can thus be created 
inside the case 12 to house a personal music player or other 
electronic or audio device. 
0019. Also as shown in FIG. 1, the disclosed waterproof 
enclosure 10 includes an integral headphone, canal phone, 
earphone, or other such earpiece device 30. In the disclosed 
example, the earphone device 30 has a pair of ear buds 32 that 
can be placed in a user's ears. Each ear bud 32 can have an 
internal sound emitting component Such as a small speaker as 
is known in the art. Waterproof earphones, headphones, and 
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other types of earpieces are also known in the art. In the 
disclosed example, the ear buds 32 can encompass using 
virtually any kind of Sound emitting component that can be 
used in an underwater environment and yet fall within the 
spirit and scope of the present invention. 
0020. In this example, the ear buds 32 are coupled to one 
another at a splitter 34, which in turnis coupled to the first part 
14 of the case 12 by an elongate lineout or extension36. The 
lineout 36 extends from a top of the first case part 14 in the 
disclosed example. As will be evident to those having ordi 
nary skill in the art, the lineout 36 can extend from any part of 
the enclosure 10 and yet fall within the spirit and scope of the 
present invention. The positioning of the lineout 36, as will 
become apparent below, can be varied according to the par 
ticular personal music player for which the enclosure 10 is 
intended. The earpiece or earphone lineout 36 is coupled to 
the case 12 at a location where an earphone connector or 
adapter 40 is carried on the case. In this example, the adapter 
40 includes a stem 42 projecting into the interior of the enclo 
sure 10. The stem 42 in the disclosed example is a conven 
tional contact prong that can be received in an opening or 
earphone jack in a personal music player as is known in the 
art. 

0021. The stem 42 in this example extends from a shoulder 
or annular flange 44 positioned against an interior Surface 46 
of the first part 14 in the enclosure. The adapter 40 in this 
example includes a tail 48 on the exterior side of the case 12. 
The tail 48 can be connected to one or more wire leads 50 as 
is known in the art. In the disclosed example, the earphone 
adapter 40 can be integrally molded or insert molded as a part 
of the case 12 using an insert mold process. The adapter 40, 
wires 50, and sound emitting components in the ear buds 32 
can be held in place in a mold. The flexible material of the case 
12 can be molded around these components. The shoulder or 
flange 44 is sized larger than the tail 48 and stem 42. The 
flexible material of the case 12 surrounds the tail 48 and bears 
against the shoulder 44 to retaining the adapter in place as a 
part of the case 12. The tail and/or the shoulder can be con 
figured with surface features that interlock with the surround 
ing flexible material when molded to retain the adapter 40 in 
place as well. The shoulder in such an example could be 
eliminated entirely. 
0022 FIG. 5 shows one alternative example where an 
annular flange or shoulder 44A is entirely encased within the 
flexible material of the case 12 molded around it. This par 
ticular embodiment would retain the adapter 40 from moving 
in any direction relative to the material of the case 12. In both 
examples, the adapter 40 positions the stem 42 in the interior 
of the case such that it is ready to be inserted into an adapter 
jack on a personal music player when the cover 12 is installed 
over the player. The flexible nature of the case material can be 
such that the stem 42 may easily be inserted into the player's 
jack during installation. The size and shape of the two case 
parts 14 and 16, as well as the position of the joint 20 relative 
to the two parts, can be varied to accommodate differentjack 
positions on particular personal music players. 
0023. As shown in FIG. 6, the joint 20 creates a seal 
between the first and second parts 14 and 16 of the cover 12. 
There are many different ways in which to form a seal at the 
joint 20. In one example (not shown) an interlocking press 
and seal closure strip can be provided around the circumfer 
ence of the joint 20 wherein the two parts 14 and 16 contact 
one another. The two parts can be assembled and then the joint 
pressed to create the seal. In another example (not shown) a 
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wiper seal arrangement can be created at the joint 20 to create 
a watertight seal when the two parts are assembled. 
0024. As shown in FIG. 6, a multi-point compression seal 
can be created at the joint 20. In one example, each of the parts 
14 and 16 of the cover 12 can include one circumferential 
depression or groove 50 and one circumferential ridge or rib 
52, each extending circumferentially around the part. The rib 
and groove on each part 14 and 16 can be spaced from one 
another as shown. When assembled, the rib 52 on each part 
will seat in the groove 50 in the other part to creating a dual 
interlock at the joint. The surface 54 between the rib 52 and 
the groove 50 on each part 14 and 16 can further be formed 
having one or more compression seal beads 56 also extending 
circumferentially around the respective parts. In this 
example, the Surface 54 on each part includes one additional 
bead 56 extending circumferentially around the part. When 
assembled, the bead 56 on each part presses against a flat 
region on the surface 54 of the other part between the seated 
grooves 50 and ribs 52. Thus, a dual compression seal is 
formed at the joint between the pairs of seated ribs and 
grooves. 

0025 To create compression on the beads at the joint 20 
upon assembly of the enclosure, the size of one or both of the 
parts 14 and 16 can be formed so as to be in relative tension 
when the case 12 is assembled. As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 in 
this example, the bottom part 16 of the cover 12 includes a 
flared out region 60 that is sized to accept a seal region 62 on 
the upper part 14 within the flared out region 60. The size of 
the flared out region 60 can be such that when the appropriate 
music player is inserted into the interior of the cover 12 and 
the two parts 14 and 16 are assembled, the flared out region 
must be stretched at least slightly to fit over and surround the 
seal region 62 on the upper part. The resiliency of the material 
of the case 12 can be such to cause the bottom part 16 to be in 
tension within the flared region 60. The tension will compress 
the beads 56. The seated grooves and ribs can provide positive 
feedback to a user that the two parts 14 and 16 are properly 
and fully sealed and seated. 
0026. As shown in FIGS. 3 and 7, the tether 18 can also be 
integrally molded as part of the cover 12. The tether includes 
a bridge 70 and a pair of stand offs 72 on opposed ends of the 
bridge 70. The stand offs can be integrally molded as part of 
the respective cover parts 14 and 16 to retain the two parts 
together, even when in the open configuration as shown in 
FIG. 3. In one example, the tether 18 can be formed entirely 
of the same material and integrally molded with the case 12 
and thus be fully flexible. In another example, substantially 
rigid or relatively stiff inserts 80 can be in-molded or dual 
molded as a part of the tether 18. As shown in FIG. 7, a gap 82 
between two portions of in-molded inserts 80 within the 
bridge 70 can be created. This can allow the bridge 70 to bend 
at the gap 82 when the two cover parts 14 and 16 are in the 
open configuration of FIG. 3. In the closed position, the stiff 
inserts can assist in providing strength and rigidity to the 
tether 18, rendering the tether useful and durable as an attach 
ment loop. The tether 18 can thus be used to attach the 
personal music player and the waterproofenclosure 10 during 
use. As shown in FIG. 7, the inserts can be configured to 
create a contour for the loop and can extend into parts of the 
case 14 and 16 if desired for added strength and rigidity in the 
closed configuration. 
0027. As shown in FIGS. 1, 3, and 4, the case can have a 
thin walled section 84 that can correspond to the position of 
the controls on a given music player. On the thin walled 
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section 84 of the case, the thickness of the material of the thin 
wall can be thinner thanathickness of the material of the case 
surrounding the thin walled section 84. Because the thin 
walled section 84 is especially flexible, a user can easily 
operate the controls of the music player without removing the 
player from the waterproof interior of the case 12. 
0028. The enclosure 10 disclosed and described hereincan 
be formed from any number of suitable materials. However, 
in one example, the material can be substantially flexible and 
resilient to perform its intended function and also be water 
proof. In a particular example, the material can be hydropho 
bic such that it resists capillary action to further enhance the 
seal at the joint 20. Such materials can also be utilized and 
configured in a manner to tightly follow the contour of a 
personal music player housed within the interior of the enclo 
Sure. Snug or tight Surface-to-surface contact between the 
external Surfaces of the music player and the interior Surfaces 
of the enclosure 10 can further resist water being able to enter 
the waterproof enclosure during use. 
0029. Another benefit of using a substantially flexible 
material for fabricating the enclosure is that a user may be 
able to operate the controls of the music player through the 
exterior case 12 during use. The flexibility of the material can 
permit a person to press buttons and manipulate actuators on 
the music player without having to open the enclosure. The 
position of the thin walled section 84 can vary to correspond 
to the position of the controls on a given music player. The 
design of the case 12 can be easily modified or manufactured 
to match the variety of music players available. Thus, the unit 
can be fully used under water. In one example, a liquid sili 
cone rubber material or other similar gel-like or jelly like 
material can be used to integrally mold the case 12, the lineout 
36, and the tether 18. Such materials, when molded, can be 
highly flexible, stretchable, bead water, and have a tacky 
Surface feel. The contact points at the joint can thus create a 
substantial water tight seal due to the characteristics of the 
material. The flexible and resilient nature of such materials 
can permit easy insertion and removal of a music player from 
the unit and configuration of the cover to closely follow the 
contour of a given player. Such materials can also be puncture 
resistant and leak resistant even if punctured. 
0030. As will be evident to those having ordinary skill in 
the art, the size, shape, configuration, and material of the 
flexible waterproof enclosure 10 and earpiece and sound 
emitting components can vary considerably and yet fall 
within the spirit and scope of the present invention. The 
material used for the flexible skin or case 12 can be any 
suitable flexible elastomeric material. The earpiece or head 
phone jack can be in-molded so as to make the entire assem 
bly one piece as shown and described. Alternatively, the ear 
pieces, lineout and jack adapter could be a separate part of the 
assembly that would be attached with a waterproof imperme 
able seal. The two sections prparts 14 and 16 of the flexible 
case could be molded and interconnected by a tether as one 
piece, as in the example shown. Alternatively, the covering 
could be molded as two pieces if such configuration would be 
better Suited to a particular personal music player or a par 
ticular seal design. The loop can be as shown connecting the 
two sections or portions of the case, or could be omitted or 
made to be entirely on one portion or the other. The enclosure 
can be used to cover any personal electronic device. However, 
in one example, the disclosed enclosure can be particularly 
suited for digital audio devices such as MP3 players or 
Apple's iPod units. 
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0031. Although certain waterproof enclosures and fea 
tures for personal music players or other electronic devices 
have been described herein in accordance with the teachings 
of the present disclosure, the scope of coverage of this patent 
is not limited thereto. On the contrary, this patent covers all 
embodiments of the teachings of the disclosure that fairly fall 
within the scope of permissible equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A waterproof enclosure for use with a personal music 

player having an earphone jack, the enclosure comprising: 
a case formed of a flexible material and configurable to 

create a watertight interior space sized to receive the 
personal music player, 

a lineout having a proximal end coupled to the case and a 
distal end, the lineout integrally molded with the case: 

a waterproof sound emitting component at the distal end of 
the lineout; and 

an audio adapter coupled to the case and to the Sound 
emitting component and having a stem projecting into 
the interior space, the stem sized to connect with the 
earphone jack. 

2. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 1, wherein 
the case has a first part and a second part that together define 
the interior, wherein the case can be opened to expose the 
interior and can be closed along a joint, a watertight seal 
provided along the joint between the first and second parts 
when closed. 

3. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 2, wherein 
the watertight seal extends circumferentially around the case 
and is provided in part on each of the first and second parts of 
the case. 

4. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 2, wherein 
the watertight seal and the first and second parts of the case are 
integrally molded from a stretchable liquid silicone rubber 
material. 

5. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 4, wherein a 
tether is integrally molded with and connects the first and 
second part of the case. 

6. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 4, wherein 
the lineout is integrally covered by the flexible material form 
ing the case. 

7. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 1, wherein 
the audio adapter has a retainer that prevents the stem from 
being pulled from the case and a lineout extending from the 
jack adapter. 

8. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 7, further 
comprising a wire lead extending within the lineout from the 
audio adapter to the waterproof Sound emitting component, 
wherein the lineout is integrally formed from the flexible 
material as part of the case. 

9. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 1, further 
comprising one or more wire leads extending from the audio 
adapter to the Sound emitting component, wherein the one or 
more wire leads are encased in the flexible material integrally 
molded as part of the case. 

10. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 1, wherein 
the lineout is integrally formed from the flexible material as 
part of the case, and wherein part of the audio adapter and the 
waterproof sound emitting component are encased in the 
flexible material with the lineout. 

11. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 1, wherein 
the case is formed from a stretchable liquid silicone rubber 
material. 
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12. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 1, further 
comprising a thin walled section on the case having a wall 
thickness thinner than a thickness of the material of the case 
surrounding the thin walled section, wherein the thin walled 
section of the case permits actuation of the at least one control 
device through the case. 

13. A waterproof enclosure for a personal music player 
having at least one control device on an exterior Surface for 
operating a function of the player, the enclosure comprising: 

a case formed from a resilient flexible material and config 
urable to create a watertight interior space shaped and 
sized to receive the personal music player, 

a sound emitting component coupled to a lineout extending 
from the case; and 
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a thin walled section on the case having a wall thickness 
thinner than a thickness of the material of the case sur 
rounding the thin walled section, 

wherein the case and an outer sheath of the lineout are 
integrally molded with one another, and 

wherein the thin walled section of the case permits actua 
tion of the at least one control device through the case. 

14. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 13, wherein 
the case further comprises two parts configurable between a 
watertight closed configuration and an open configuration, 
the two parts joined along a watertight seal when in the closed 
configuration. 

15. A waterproof enclosure according to claim 13, wherein 
the flexible material is a stretchable liquid silicone rubber 
material. 


